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0. Introduction
Pattern avoidance constitutes one of the central topics of combinatorics on words from its very origin in the famous
papers by Axel Thue from the beginning of the last century. We refer the reader to [5, Section 8] or [8, Chapter 3] for a
concise introduction to the area and to [7] for a survey on its recent developments. Many variations of pattern avoidance
have been considered in the literature, and it is a bit surprising that avoidance by palindromes appears to escape researchers’
attention in spite of the fact that the ‘‘palindromic versions’’ of several other important notions in combinatorics on words
have been widely studied, see, e.g., [1–3].
Actually, palindromes do appear in studying pattern avoidance. For instance, one readily observes that in the Thue–Morse
sequence
ab, abba, abbabaab, abbabaabbaababba, . . .
avoiding the pattern xyxyx, every even member is a palindrome. Similarly, in the well-known square-free sequence
2, 213, 2132312, 213231213123213, . . .
produced from the Thue–Morse sequence, every odd member is a palindrome. Further, since the Zimin words Z1 = x1,
Zn+1 = Znxn+1Zn are palindromic, Zimin’s description [13] of unavoidable patterns as precisely those encountered by Zn for
some n implies that an unavoidable pattern can always be encountered by an unavoidable palindrome. Here we prove a sort
of the mirror image of the latter fact: every avoidable pattern can be avoided by an infinite sequence of palindromes over a
suitable finite alphabet.
Besides purely combinatorial naturalness, there is also a strong algebraic motivation for considering pattern avoidance
by palindromes. This motivation is related to striking applications of the theory of avoidable patterns to the so-called finite
basis problem for semigroup identities (see [10,12]). It has turned out that avoidance by palindromes plays a similar role in
studying the finite basis problem for semigroups with involution; these applications will be published separately.
A conference version of this paper has appeared in [9].
I The results presented herewere obtainedwhen the second author visited the University of Turku under the FinnishMathematical Society International
Visitors Program ‘‘Algorithmic and Discrete Mathematics’’. He is indebted to colleagues at the Turku Center for Computer Science and especially Juhani
Karhumäki for hospitality and valuable discussions.∗ Corresponding author.
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1. Preliminaries and auxiliary facts
In general, we follow Lothaire’s [8] terminology and notation. Let us briefly recall some notionswhich aremost important
for this paper.
Consider a finite alphabet Σ whose elements are called letters. As usual, Σ+ is the free semigroup generated by Σ .
Elements ofΣ+ are called words. For a word w = a1 · · · a` ∈ Σ+ with a1, . . . , a` ∈ Σ , we denote by alph(w) the set of all
letters occurring inw. The number ` called the length ofw is denoted by |w|. Themirror image ofw is theword←−w = a` · · · a1.
A wordw is said to be a palindrome ifw =←−w .
Consider yet another finite alphabet ∆ whose elements are called variables while elements in ∆+ are called patterns.
(We follow [8, Chapter 3] in distinguishing betweenwords and patterns as this improves readability, but of course we freely
apply definitions given for words to patterns and vice versa.) A wordw ∈ Σ+ encounters a pattern p ∈ ∆+ if there exists a
morphism h : ∆+ → Σ+ such that h(p) is a factor of w, that is, w = uh(p)v for some u, v ∈ Σ∗. If w does not encounter
p, we say that w avoids p. A pattern p is said to be avoidable on Σ if there are infinitely many words in Σ+ that avoid p. A
pattern p is called avoidable if it is avoidable on some finite alphabet; otherwise, p is called unavoidable. Observe that if a
wordw avoids a pattern p, then the word←−w avoids the pattern←−p . This immediately implies
Lemma 1. Each pattern is avoidable/unavoidable simultaneously with its mirror image.
The following is the main result of the present paper:
Theorem 1. Every avoidable pattern can be avoided by an infinite sequence of palindromes over a suitable finite alphabet.
The theorem is proved in Section 2while herewe recall some necessary facts and constructions from the theory of avoidable
patterns and present a few auxiliary lemmas. In Section 3 we discuss some related open problems.
First we recall the Bean–Ehrenfeucht–McNulty–Zimin characterization (see [4,13] or [8, Section 3.2]) of unavoidable
patterns. Given a pattern p, a pair (B, C) of subsets B, C ⊆ alph(p) is called a fusion in p if for any 2-variable factor xy of pwe
have x ∈ B⇐⇒ y ∈ C . An arbitrary set A ⊆ B\C is said to be free in p.
For example, let p = txyxzyx. It is easy to check that the sets B = {x, z} and C = {y, z} form a fusion in pwhence the set
A = {x} is free in p.
For an arbitrary subset D ⊆ alph(p) we denote by pD the pattern obtained from p by deleting all variables in D. If A is a
free set, then the deletion of A from p is called free and is denoted by δA. A sequence of deletions δA1 , δA2 , . . . , δAk is called a
sequence of free deletions if the set A1 is free in p, the set A2 is free in pA1 , etc. A pattern p is reducible if there is a sequence of
free deletions that reduces it to the empty pattern.
Back to our example p = txyxzyx, let A1 = {x}, A2 = {y}, A3 = {t}, A4 = {z}. Then δA1 , δA2 , δA3 , δA4 is a sequence of free
deletions that reduces the pattern p to the empty pattern.
Theorem 2 ([8, Theorem 3.2.1]). A pattern is unavoidable if and only if it is reducible.
In what follows, it will be important to understand the behavior of free sets under certain morphisms. Let f : ∆+1 → ∆+2
be a morphism and D a subset of ∆2. We denote by D the set of variables such that their images under f are in D+. That is,
D = {x ∈ ∆1 | alph(f (x)) ⊆ D}. Now we define the morphism fD as follows:
fD(x) = (f (x))D.
Thus, the image of a variable x ∈ ∆1 under fD is obtained by deleting from f (x) all members of D. In particular, x ∈ D implies
that fD(x) is empty.
The following fact can be found in [8, Subsection 3.2.3] and also in [11, Section 2.12]. Its proof readily comes from the
definition of fD.
Lemma 2. For every pattern p ∈ ∆+1 , we have fD(pD) = (f (p))D, and if D is a free set in f (p), then D is a free set in p.
It is known (see, e.g., [8, Corollary 3.2.9]) that for every positive integer n, there exists an infinite sequence of words over
a fixed finite alphabet whose members simultaneously avoid all avoidable patterns involving at most n variables. Our proof
of Theorem 1 relies on a construction for such a sequence suggested by Sapir, see his lecture notes [11]. It is fair to say that
it is the huge strength margin of Sapir’s construction that makes our proof work.
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Thus, we fix n and let r = 2k where k = dlog(6n+ 2)e. Consider the r2 × r matrixM shown below on the left.
M =

1 1 · · · 1 1
...
...
...
...
...
1 r · · · 1 r
2 1 · · · 2 1
...
...
...
...
...
2 r · · · 2 r
...
...
...
...
...
r 1 · · · r 1
...
...
...
...
...
r r · · · r r

MΣ =

a11 a12 · · · a1r−1 a1r
...
...
...
...
...
a11 ar2 · · · a1r−1 arr
a21 a12 · · · a2r−1 a1r
...
...
...
...
...
a21 ar2 · · · a2r−1 arr
...
...
...
...
...
ar1 a12 · · · arr−1 a1r
...
...
...
...
...
ar1 ar2 · · · arr−1 arr

All odd columns of M are identical and equal to the transpose of the row (1, 1, . . . , 1, 2, 2, . . . , 2, . . . , r, r, . . . , r)
where each number repeats r times. All even columns of M are identical and equal to the transpose of the row
(1, 2, . . . , r, 1, 2, . . . , r, . . . , 1, 2, . . . , r) in which the block 1, 2, . . . , r repeats r times.
Now consider the alphabet Σ = {aij | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r}, its cardinality is r2 = 22k. Let Σj = {aij | 1 ≤ i ≤ r} for
j = 1, 2, . . . , r; thenΣ =⋃rj=1Σj.
Next, we convert the matrixM to the matrixMΣ (shown above on the right) by replacing numbers by letters. Whenever
the number i occurs in the column j, we substitute it by the letter aij.
Let v` be the word in the `th row of the matrixMΣ . The words v1, . . . , vr2 are called blocks. The following properties of
blocks are immediate.
Lemma 3. (1) The length of each block is r.
(2) Different blocks have no common 2-letter factor.
(3) All letters in each block are different.
(4) The jth letter in each block belongs toΣj.
Now consider the morphism γ : Σ+ → Σ+ such that
γ (aij) = v(i−1)r+j.
The following fact is proved in [11, Proposition 2.1]:
Theorem 3. Each word in the sequence {γ m(a11)}m=1,2,... avoids all avoidable patterns involving at most n variables.
Thus, if a pattern p with |alph(p)| ≤ n is avoidable, then the word γ m(a11) avoids p. By Lemma 1, the pattern←−p also is
avoidable whence γ m(a11) avoids
←−p as well. Hence, the word←−−−−γ m(a11) avoids p. We see that the word←−−−−γ m(a11) also avoids
all avoidable patterns involving at most n letters.
We call words of the form←−v` inverted blocks. Lemma 3 readily implies the following properties of inverted blocks:
Lemma 4. (1) The length of each inverted block is r.
(2) Two different inverted blocks have no common 2-letter factor.
(3) All letters in each inverted block are different.
(4) The jth letter in each inverted block belongs toΣr+1−j.
(5) An inverted block and a block have no common 2-letter factor.
We also observe that the morphism←−γ : Σ+ → Σ+ defined by the rule←−γ (aij) = ←−−−γ (aij) = ←−−−−v(i−1)r+j satisfies the
property←−γ m(aij) =←−−−−γ m(aij) for allm = 1, 2, . . . . This can be shown by a fairly straightforward induction.
We are ready to present our principal construction. We fix a letter d /∈ Σ and consider the sequence {wm}m=1,2,... with
wm = γ m(a11)d←−−−−γ m(a11).
It is obvious that the sequence consists of palindromes.
Now let p be an arbitrary avoidable pattern involving at most n variables. Suppose that there is a numberm such thatwm
encounters p and let h be a morphism such that h(p) is a factor of wm. Since p is avoidable, by Theorem 3 we conclude that
h(p) is a factor of neither γ m(a11) nor
←−−−−
γ m(a11). This means that h(p) contains the letter d. Take a variable y ∈ alph(p) and
fix its occurrence in p. There are three possible cases of the location of the corresponding factor h(y) in the wordwm relative
to the unique occurrence of the letter d.
Case 1: h(y) is a factor of γ m(a11). In this case we represent the factor as h(y) = Ly,1Ly,2Ly,3 where Ly,1 is a suffix of some
block (maybe empty), Ly,3 is a prefix of some block (maybe empty), Ly,2 is either a product of blocks (maybe empty) or a
non-empty factor of some block when both Ly,1 and Ly,3 are empty. Lemma 3 readily implies that the words Ly,1, Ly,2, Ly,3
depend only on the variable y and not on its specific occurrence in p.
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Case 2: h(y) contains d. Here we factorize h(y) as h(y) = Ly,1Ly,2dRy,2Ry,3 where Ly,1 is a suffix of some block, Ly,2 is a
product of blocks, Ry,2 is a product of inverted blocks, Ry,3 is a prefix of some inverted block. Any of these factors may be
empty. Observe that, since the letter d occurs in wm only once, any variable for which Case 2 is possible must occur in the
pattern p only once so the words Ly,1, Ly,2, Ry,2, Ry,3 are uniquely determined by the variable y.
Case 3: h(y) is a factor of
←−−−−
γ m(a11). Here we write h(y) = Ry,1Ry,2Ry,3 where Ry,1 is a suffix of some inverted block (maybe
empty), Ry,3 is a prefix of some inverted block (maybe empty), Ry,2 is either a product of inverted blocks (maybe empty) or a
non-empty factor of some inverted block when both Ry,1 and Ry,3 are empty. From Lemma 4 it easily follows that the words
Ry,1, Ry,2, Ry,3 depend only on the variable y and not on its specific occurrence in p.
Lemma 5. Suppose that the wordwm encounters an avoidable pattern p with |alph(p)| ≤ n and fix a morphism h such that h(p)
is a factor of wm. Then every block K in γ m(a11) which overlaps with h(p) has a 2-letter factor bc such that b ∈ Σ2`, c ∈ Σ2`+1
and, for every word of the form Ly,s, where y ∈ alph(p) and s ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the factor bc either is contained in Ly,s or has no overlap
with it. This factor can be chosen to depend only on the block K itself and not on its specific occurrence in γ m(a11).
Proof. We use a simple counting argument. Recall that |K | = r = 2k with k = dlog(6n + 2)e and the second indices
of letters in K form the sequence 1, 2, . . . , r . Therefore K contains 2k−1 − 1 different factors of the form bc with b ∈ Σ2`,
c ∈ Σ2`+1. If none of these factors satisfy the conclusion of the lemma, then for each such bc there should exist an occurrence
of K in γ m(a11) in which bc is divided between either two words of the form Ly,s and Lz,s′ with y 6= z or a prefix of K which
is beyond h(p) and a word of the form Ly,s where y is the variable that occurs in p first. Each block is a product of different
letters whence all words of the form Ly,s involved in these divisionsmust be different. Hence the words Ly,s dividing 2k−1−1
factors should come from at least 2k−1 − 1 different variables y. However, k = dlog(6n+ 2)e = 1+ dlog(3n+ 1)ewhence
2k−1 − 1 = 2dlog(3n+1)e − 1 ≥ 2log(3n+1) − 1 = (3n+ 1)− 1 = 3n > n
while p involves at most n different variables, a contradiction. 
By the same argument, one obtains the dual of Lemma 5:
Lemma 6. Suppose that the wordwm encounters an avoidable pattern p with |alph(p)| ≤ n and fix a morphism h such that h(p)
is a factor of wm. Then every inverted block in
←−−−−
γ m(a11) which overlaps with h(p) has a 2-letter factor b′c ′ such that b′ ∈ Σ2`+1,
c ′ ∈ Σ2` and, for every word of the form Ry,s, where y ∈ alph(p) and s ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the factor b′c ′ either is contained in Ry,s or it
has no overlap with it. This factor can be chosen to depend only on the inverted block itself and not on its specific occurrence in←−−−−
γ m(a11).
We refer to 2-letter factors whose existence is established in Lemmas 5 and 6 as tomarkers of corresponding blocks and
inverted blocks.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
We aim to show that an arbitrary avoidable pattern involving at most n variables is avoided by each member in the
sequence {wm}m=1,2,... of palindromeswm = γ m(a11)d←−−−−γ m(a11) over the alphabetΣ ∪ {d}whereΣ = {aij | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r} for
r = 2k and k = dlog(6n+ 2)e.
Arguing by contradiction, assume that there exists a numberm such that the palindromewm encounters some avoidable
pattern pwith |alph(p)| ≤ n and choosem to beminimal with this property.We shall prove that a sequence of free deletions
reduces p to a pattern q such that the palindromewm−1 encounters q. Then qmust be unavoidable by our choice ofmwhence
invoking Theorem 2 we readily conclude that p is also unavoidable, a contradiction.
Thus, fix a morphism h such that h(p) is a factor of wm. We denote by U the least factor of wm containing all blocks and
all inverted blocks that overlap with h(p). By Lemmas 5 and 6we can choose amarker XK for each block K in U and amarker
T←−K for each inverted block
←−
K in U . Now we assign to every such marker XK or T←−K a new letter xK or t←−K , respectively, and
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substitute all markers in U by the corresponding letters. We obtain a word U˜ over the alphabet Σ ′ = Σ ∪ {d} ∪ Ξ ∪ Θ
(whereΞ stands for the set of all letters xK andΘ for the set of all letters t←−K ), which can be written as follows:
U˜ = P1x1Q1 · · · PλxλQλd
←−
P ′ρ tρ
←−
Q ′ρ · · ·
←−
P ′1 t1
←−
Q ′1 .
Here λ and ρ are some positive integers, Pi is a prefix of a block, Qi is a suffix of a block,
←−
P ′j is a prefix of an inverted block,←−
Q ′j is a suffix of an inverted block, x1, . . . , xλ ∈ Ξ , tρ, . . . , t1 ∈ Θ and
xi = xj ⇐⇒ Pi = Pj and Qi = Qj, (1)
ti = tj ⇐⇒
←−
P ′i =
←−
P ′j and
←−
Q ′i =
←−
Q ′j . (2)
Observe that since every block [respectively, inverted block] marker ends [respectively, starts] with a letter from Σ2`+1, a
letter fromΣr occurs in each Qi, i = 1, . . . , λ [respectively,←−P ′j , j = 1, . . . , ρ].
Observe also that the word U˜ encounters the pattern p. Indeed, consider the morphism f : alph(p) → Σ ′ such that for
each variable y ∈ alph(p) the word f (y) is obtained from the word h(y) by substituting the letter xK or t←−K for each marker
ZK or T←−K that occurs in h(y). Lemmas 5 and 6 ensure that this definition is correct and that f (p) is a factor of U˜ . (One should
notice that if a variable y ∈ alph(p) is such that h(y) appears as a factor in both←−−−−γ m(a11) and γ m(a11), then Lemmas 3 and 4
imply that |h(y)| = 1 and thus f (y) = h(y).)
We are going to define a sequence δ1, . . . , δk+1 of free deletions that reduces the word U˜ to the word U˜Σ =
x1 · · · xλdtρ · · · t1. On the first step, we shall delete half of all letters in Σ , namely the letters in Σ1,Σ3, . . . ,Σ2k−1 will
be removed. Then each deletion δ` with ` = 2, . . . , k will remove half of the letters in Σ remaining after the previous
step. Namely, the letters inΣ remaining after the action of δ`−1 are precisely the letters fromΣs2`−1 , where s runs over the
sequence 1, . . . , 2k−`+1, and δ` removes all the letters from Σs2`−1 with odd values of s. Thus, the sequence δ1, . . . , δk will
lead to a word over the alphabetΣr ∪ {d} ∪ Ξ ∪Θ , and the last deletion δk+1 will remove all the letters inΣr .
We construct the desired sequence δ1, . . . , δk by induction. Let U˜0 = U˜ and suppose that there is a sequence δ0 (the
‘‘empty’’ deletion), . . . , δ`−1 of free deletions that transforms U˜ into a word U˜`−1 over the alphabet
⋃2k−`+1
s=1 Σs2`−1 ∪ {d} ∪
Ξ ∪Θ . For brevity, we call letters fromΣs2`−1 even if the number s is even and odd if s is odd. (Of course, this ‘‘parity’’ relates
to a fixed step under consideration—a letter which is even on the step ` may well become odd on the step ` + 1.) Thus,
our aim is to construct a free deletion δ` that would remove all odd letters. For this, we need to construct a fusion (B, C)
such that the set of odd letters is contained in B \ C . Recall that for the pair (B, C) to be a fusion in U˜`−1 the equivalence
b ∈ B⇐⇒ c ∈ C should hold for every 2-letter factor bc in U˜`−1.
Clearly, if we want the set of odd letters to be contained in B \ C , all odd letters should be in the set B. It easily follows
from the induction assumption that odd and even letters alternate in each factor of U˜`−1 which contains only letters fromΣ .
Thus, according to the definition of a fusion, all even letters should be in the set C . It remains to explain where an arbitrary
letter z ∈ {d} ∪ Ξ ∪Θ should be placed.
By the induction assumption letters fromΣr are not removed by the deletions δ0, . . . , δ`−1. This implies that, with only
two possible exceptions, each occurrence of z in U˜`−1 is flanked by some letters from Σ . The two mentioned exceptions
are the first occurrence of x1 (which may be not preceded by any letter) and the last occurrence of t1 (which may be not
followed by any letter). It is convenient to imagine ‘‘empty’’ neighbors even in these cases and let these fictitious neighbors
be even. With this convention, we claim that the parity of the left neighbor of z is the same for all occurrences of z in U˜`−1
(even though the neighbors themselves may vary with occurrences), and this is also true for the parity of the right neighbor
of z. Of course, the claim holds true for z = d since d occurs in U˜`−1 only once. The case z ∈ Ξ and z ∈ Θ are symmetric,
so we assume that z = xi for some i = 1, . . . , λ. If the whole factor Pi of U˜ has been removed by the deletions δ0, . . . , δ`−1,
then in view of (1) this has happened also with all factors Pj such that xi = xj. Hence, the left neighbor of any occurrence
of xi in U˜`−1 is a letter from Σr (the last letter of the previous block) or maybe the empty letter if i = 1. In any case, this
is an even letter. If some letters from Pi survive the deletions δ0, . . . , δ`−1, then, again by (1), xi has the same left neighbor
wherever xi occurs in U˜`−1. The latter observation holds true also for the right neighbors of xi because none of the factors Qi
can be totally removed (they all contain a letter fromΣr ). Now we place z according to the following rules:
• z is added to C if and only if all its left neighbors are odd;
• z is added to B if and only if all its right neighbors are even.
Observe that the rules imply that sometimes z should be added to both B and C and sometimes to none of B and C . This does
not cause any problem because the components of a fusion should neither be disjoint nor cover the whole alphabet. It is
clear that extending the components according to the above rules complies with the definition of a fusion.
By the construction of the fusion (B, C), the set of odd letters is contained in B\C . Thus, it is a free set and its deletion can
be taken as the deletion δ`. This completes the inductive construction of the sequence δ1, . . . , δk.
Applying this sequence of free deletions to the word U˜ results in the word
U˜k = x1ai1rx2ai1r · · · xλaiλrdajρ r tρ · · · aj2r t2aj1r t1.
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It is easy to check that the sets B = Σr ∩ alph(U˜k) and C = {d}∪Ξ ∪Θ form a fusion in U˜k. Therefore, the setΣr ∩ alph(U˜k)
is a free set, and its deletion δk+1 finally reduces U˜k to the word
U˜Σ = x1 · · · xλdtρ · · · t1.
Of course, the sequence δ1, . . . , δk+1 is also a sequence of free deletionswith respect to any factor of theword U˜ , in particular,
the factor f (p). The sequence reduces f (p) to a certain factor (f (p))Σ of the word U˜Σ . According to Lemma 2, the sequence
δ1, . . . , δk+1 of free deletions can be lifted to a sequence of free deletions with respect to the pattern p. Let q = pΣ be the
pattern to which p is reduced this way. By Lemma 2, we have fΣ (q) = fΣ (pΣ ) = (f (p))Σ . Observe that fΣ can be considered
as a morphism from alph(q)+ to
({d} ∪ Ξ ∪Θ)+ and thus we have proved that U˜Σ encounters q.
Recall that every letter from Ξ ∪ Θ is a marker of a block or an inverted block. Consider the morphism g : ({d} ∪ Ξ ∪
Θ
)+ → ({d} ∪ Σ)+ that fixes d and sends each letter assigned to a marker to the block or the inverted block represented
by the marker. Then g(U˜Σ ) = U . We decompose U as U = U1dU2 where U1 is a product of blocks and U2 is a product of
inverted blocks. Now we apply to U1 the mapping γ−1 that sends each block γ (aij) to its generating letter aij and, similarly,
apply to U2 the mapping←−γ −1 that sends each inverted block←−γ (aij) to aij. Clearly, we obtain the factor γ−1(U1)d←−γ −1(U2)
of the word
γ−1(γ m(a11))d←−γ −1(←−−−−γ m(a11)) = γ−1(γ m(a11))d←−γ −1(←−γ m(a11))=
γ m−1(a11)d←−γ m−1(a11)= γ m−1(a11)d
←−−−−−−
γ m−1(a11) = wm−1.
By Lemma 3 each block is uniquely determined by any of its markers, and so is every inverted block by Lemma 4. This
ensures that letting ϕ(d) = d, ϕ(x) = γ−1(g(x)) for x ∈ Ξ and ϕ(t) = ←−γ −1(g(t)) for t ∈ Θ , we correctly define a
morphism ϕ : ({d} ∪Ξ ∪Θ)+ → ({d} ∪Σ)+. Then ϕ(U˜Σ ) = γ−1(U1)d←−γ −1(U2), and we can summarize the observations
made in the two previous paragraphs by concluding that thewordwm−1 encounters the pattern q = pΣ (via the composition
of the morphisms fΣ and ϕ). As discussed at the beginning of the section, this leads to a contradiction with the choice ofm
and the assumption that p is an avoidable pattern. Theorem 1 is thus proved.
3. Open problems
Recall that the avoidability index µ(p) of a pattern p is the minimum size of an alphabet on which p is avoidable, see [8,
Section 3.3]. Since we know by Theorem 1 that every avoidable pattern is also avoidable by palindromes, we may define
the palindromic avoidability index µpal(p) as the minimum size of an alphabet Σ such that p can be avoided by an infinite
sequence of palindromes over Σ . Clearly, µ(p) ≤ µpal(p) for every pattern p but the question of whether or not there is
a pattern p for which the inequality is strict remains open. Thus, we ask whether or not it is possible to avoid an arbitrary
pattern p by an infinite sequence of palindromes over each alphabet on which p is avoidable. We saw in the introduction
that this is true for the classic patterns xyxyx and xx.
Currie [6] has discussed an interesting example that is relevant to the above question. Consider the pattern xyzxzy. It
seems likely that µ(xyzxzy) = 2, i.e., xyzxzy is avoidable on a binary alphabet. (Currie refers to calculations which show
that there are binary words of length 1000 avoiding xyzxzy.) However, definitely µpal(xyzxzy) > 2. Indeed, if an infinite
sequence of palindromes avoids xyzxzy, then it also avoids←−−−xyzxzy = yzxzyx, and it is known that xyzxzy and yzxzyx are not
simultaneously avoidable over a binary alphabet.
Comparing the avoidability index with its palindromic analogue makes sense also for simultaneous avoidability of some
interesting pattern sets. In our proof of Theorem 1 we have enlarged the alphabet of Sapir’s sequence γ m(a11) by just one
letter. This should not bemisinterpreted as a proof of the upper boundµpal(An) ≤ µ(An)+1 for the palindromic avoidability
index of the set An of all avoidable patterns with at most n variables because Sapir’s sequence involves much more than
µ(An) letters. However, in some known cases for which simultaneous avoidability has been studied (scrambled words,
words in which each letter occurs at least twice, etc), it is relatively easy to achieve palindromic avoidability by adding just
one letter to any alphabet on which ‘‘plain’’ avoidability has been established.
Altogether, we think that the interaction between the phenomena of avoidability and symmetry is worth further and
deeper studies and may lead to interesting developments.
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